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ABSTRACT
Investigations of the factors tbat limit average power scaling of elemental copper vapour lasers (eVLs) have demonstrated
that decay of the electron density in the interpulse period is critical in restricting pulse repetition fate and laser aperture
scaling. We have recently developed the "kinetic enhancement" (or KE) technique to overcome these limitations, whereby
optimal plasma conditions are engineered using low concentrations of HCllHz additive gases in the Ne buffer. Dissociative
electron attachment of Hel and subsequent mutual ncmralisation of cr and eu+ promote rapid plasma relaxation and fast
recovery of eu densities, permitting operation at elevated Cu densities and pulse rates for given apertures.

Using this approach, we have demonstrated increases in output power and efficiency of a factor of 2 or higher over
conventional CVLs of the same size. For a 38rrun-bore KE-CVL I output powers up to 150W have been achieved at 22kHz,
corresponding to record specific powers (80roW/cm3

) for such a "small/medium-scale" device. In addition, kinetic
enhancement significantly extends the gain duration and restores gain on-axis, even for high pulse rates, thereby promoting
substantial increases (5-10x) in high-beam-quality power levels when operating with unstable resonators. This has enabled
us to achieve much higher powers in second-harmonic generation from the visible copper' laser output to the ultraviolet (eg
5W at 255nm from a small-scale KE-CYL). Our approach to developing KE-CYLs including computer modelling and
experimental studies will be reviewed, and most recent results in pulse rate scaling and scaling of high-beam-quality power
using oscillator-amplifier configurations, will be presented.

Keywords: Copper vapour laser, beam quality, hydrogen chloride, unstable resonator

1. INTRODUCTION
Over the last two years, we have developed a new class of high-temperature (or elemental) copper lasers that we call
kinetically enhanced copper vapour lasers (or KE-CVLs). In these lasers, the conventional copper vapour gain medium (and
neon buffer gas) is modified by tbe addition of trace quantities of hydrogen chloride (HCI) along with a few percent of
hydrogen (H2) [I]. The effect of these additives is to substantially increase the rate of interpulse relaxation of the gas
discharge plasma, which leads to dramatic improvements in almost every category of laser performance. In this paper, we
will discuss our initial motivations for this study, and explain the conceptual and practical issues associated with the
implementation of the kinetic enhancement technique. The detailed characteristics of KE~CVL performance (IN
characteristics, spatial laser profiles, temporal laser pulses, repetition rate scaling, high beam quality operation) will then be
reported and contrasted with conventional copper vapour lasers. Finally, recent measurements of the operation of KE-CVLs
in a high-beam-quality MOPA (master oscillator - power amplifier) configuration, results of computer modelling of KE
eVLs, and preliminary results of high power UV generation using KE-CVLs, will be presented.

2. THE KINETIC ENHANCEMENT TECHNIQUE

2.1. Motivation

Over the last ten years, we have been carrying out extensive diagnostic studies of metal vapour laser systems with the aim of
understanding the detailed kinetics of these systems, and also identifying the key processes that limit output power scaling
(by either scaling the repetition rate or the active volume). These studies included a detailed experimental investigation of
the effects of trace gas additives (principally H,) to CYLs [2],[3],[4], and sophisticated plasma diagnostics in barium vapour
lasers (a close analogue of copper lasers) which examined the temporal and spatial evolution of neutral and ionic species
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densities within the discharge plasma [5],[6],[7],[8]. Together with compnter modelling, these studies provided substantial
evidence that probably the most significant limiting factor in (conventional) metal vapour laser performance is the high pre
pulse or remanent electron density. In other words, within the normal operating regimes, copper lasers become excessively
self-preionised because plasma relaxation of electron density is relatively slow under "standard" buffer gas conditions.

Additional evidence supporting this contention was provided by investigations elsewhere of copper HyBrID
("Hydrogen Bromide In Discharge") lasers. The copper HyBrID laser has been shown to out-perform similarly sized
conventional CVLs in terms of both raw output power capability and eJeClrical efficiency. Omput powers up to 200W have
been demonstrated in a large-scale device with wallplug efficiencies exceeding 2% [9J. The reasons for the enhanced
performance of Cu HyBrID systems is not fully explained, but in large part can be attributed to the beneficial effects of HX'
additive (supplementary to CuBr production) on key kinetic processes in the plasma. Such benefits have already been shown
to include enhanced copper recombination and enhanced electron density reduction during the inter-pulse period [10J,(11).

The prospect of improving elemental CVL performance by utilising HX or X2 additives to induce similar
favourable changes in laser kinetics provided the motivation for our initial investigations of HX additives in elemental
CVLs. In Cu HyBrID lasers, the role of the HBr additive is clearly two-fold: its chemical role in providing Cu vapour via
reaction with solid Cu, and its gas-kinetic role is improving plasma characteristics. In a high-temperature CVL however, the
only role of the halogen additive is to modify the kinetic processes within the active volume, since the copper density in
elemental CVLs is controlled by the plasma tube wall temperature. We therefore also expected that studying the effects of
halogen additive in a high temperature CVL device would provide less ambiguQus information about optimum halogen
concentrations and gas~kinetic mechanisms than has been possible in Cu HyBrID systems. In addition, given that kinetics
optimisation could be undertaken independently of concerns regarding copper production rate, there were prospects for
utilising alternative halogens to HBr to induce similar kinetic effects and laser characteristics.

2.2. Role of Pre-Pulse Electron Density in Controlling Copper Laser Performance

Perhaps the most compelling evidence that high pre-pulse electron densities limit CVL performance is provided by the
results of two simple experiments. The first of these was a simple "notching" experiment on a conventional CVL, in which
the interpulse period was artificially extended by "notching out" several excitation pulses from an otherwise continuous
pulse train. The optical and electrical characteristics for the first pulse after the notched period were then recorded and
compared to characteristics for standard pulses within the continuous train. Figure 1 shows the IN characteristics and
optical pulses for an output pulse with a ten-times longer pre-pulse relaxation period. The increased excitation voltage and
decreased current demonstrates that the pre-pulse conductivity (and hence electron density) was reduced compared to a
"standard" pulse. The increased duration and intensity of the optical output (increase of 3x in pulse energy) demonstrates
that lowerin the re- ulse electron densit substantially im roves the characteristics of the laser out ut for that ulse.
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Figure 1: (a): Comparison of excitation voltage and plasma tube current for continuously pulsed operation and for an artificially
extended afterglow (notched operation).
(b) Comparison of green output pulse for continuously pulsed and notched operation.
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The results of a sophisticated computer simulation of the copper

laser also support this hypothesis, as well as providing some physical
insight into reasons why reducing the pre-pulse electron density improves
perrormance [12]. The model was used to calculate changes in the
discharge kinetics and lasing characteristics for a small-scale copper laser
(25mm diameter, 1m long, 17kHz PRF) when the pre-pulse electron
density Nc: (calculated self-consistently over -20-40 pulse/afterglow
cycles) is reduced by a set amount at the beginning of the excitation
phase. The calculations then proceed for the duration of the excitation
phase for operating conditions identical to those used when the pre-pulse
Nc: is unaltered, but are not individually self·consistent. As shown in
Figure 2, the overall laser power increases significantly as the pre-pulse
elecLron density is reduced, saturating when Ne is reduced by an order of
magnitude or more. In reality, the increase in laser power is likely to be
even more pronounced due to the tendency to operate at higher wall
temperatures (and higher copper density), a fixed parameter in the
present calculations. The predicted peak voltage across the plasma tube
also increases and the tube current is reduced, consistent with our
observations in the "notching" experiments. Note that in comparison,
only relatively small increases in output power (few watts) were
predicted for artificial reduction of the pre-pulse metastable (4s2 2D3n,sn)
densities.
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Figure 2: Computer model prediction showing
the expected increase in CVL output
power as the pre-pulse electron
density is reduced.

2.3. Engineering the pre-pulse electron density

Having established that reducing the pre-pulse electron density would improve CVL operation, the major challenge is
developing a practical approach for engineering the laser gas mixture to accomplish such a reduction (Le. increasing plasma
relaxation rate in the interpulse phase) without deleteriously affecting the plasma conditions during the excitation phase. In
the "standard" CVL binary gas mixture (CulNe), the dominant process controlling the rate of electron loss is the three~body

recombination process

Cu+ +e+e --7 Cu+e

with a corresponding reaction for recombination of Ne+ ions. The rate of electron loss is

dN, =_aNzN.
dt e I

4

is the three-body electron recombination coefficient; the latter is very sensitive to
the electron temperature T, (a~T,-', where x-5 [13]). In order to
increase the plasma relaxation rate, it is therefore necessary to reduce the
electron temperature during the afterglow. In the standard CVL binary
gas mixture, the only way to cause such a reduction is to increase the
neon pressure, thereby increasing the collision frequency for elastic I
momentum-transfer collisions_ However, the higher gas pressure makes
achieving optimal excitation conditions (Le. elevation of Te to -3eV)
more difficult, with the net result that CVL performance is not greatly
affected.

A more practical approach is to use [race gas additives, selected
so that small quantities provide some enhancement in afterglow
relaxation without otherwise altering excitation conditions. The first
such additive discovered was hydrogen [l4], which when used in small
quantities (l~3%) has been demonstrated to provide significant
improvements in CVL performance [2],(4). For example, we have
shown that -2% H2 additive can improve the output power for a 40mm
diameter, Urn long CVL from 53W to 65W when operating at 4.3kHz
pulse repetition frequency or PRF, with an accompanying improvement
in the spatial output characteristics. Adding H2 improves CVL
performance by enhancing the interpulse electron cooling rate, with only
relatively small quantities of H2 being required to produce significant

CVL output power as a function of the
concentration of HBr and HCI added [0

1% H2/Ne buffer gas.
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where N i is the plasma ion density and a
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changes in electron cooling rate. This is because H2 is much more effective than Ne for electron cooling via elastic
(momentum transfer) collisions since it has low mass, and indeed H2 fragments (H and W) are even more effective as
elastic collision partners. In addition, computer modelling has shown that rotational excitation of H2 is also an important
process contributing to enhanced electron cooling in the CVL plasma [15]. The practical upper limit for the concentration of
H2 is set by the increasing deleterious influence of H2 during the excitation phase, which begins to offset the benefits
obtained in the interpulse phase.

While the use of low-mass gas additives to increase elastic cooling rates in the CVL plasma does improve CVL
performance (particularly at higher PRF), there is however little scope for further extension of this approach. This is because
the dominant electron loss process, namely three-body recombination, is a somewhat "self-limiting" process as
recombination heating of the electron gas acts as a negative feedback mechanism. A far more promising approach, which
forms the basis of our kinetic enhancement technique, is to employ gas additives that introduce new plasma processes that
can act to improve interpulse relaxation. In particular, adding hydrogen-halogen molecules such as HBr or HCI introduces
Lhe dissociative attachment reaction e.g.

(I): HCI+e- -> H +Cl-

which acts (in addition to three-body recombination) to rapidly reduce the electron density in the afterglow, and which bas a
relatively large cross-section for the typical electron energies in the afterglow period [16]. The negatively charged halogen
ions also have a large cross-section for destruction in collisions with positively charged copper ions via the mechanism of
mutual neutralisation which also assists in plasma relaxation

(2): Cu + +Cl- -> Cu' + Cl .

We have demonstrated that adding small concentrations of HBr or HCl to a high-temperature CVL, and thereby
introducing these reactions to the afterglow plasma, does indeed lead to dramatically increased plasma relaxation rate in the
interpulse phase (Le. reduced pre-pulse electron density), as evidenced by the observed modification of the electrical (IN)
characteristics of the plasma [17],[ 18]. The improved pre-pulse characteristics lead to dramatic improvements in the lasing
characteristics of the CVL, as reviewed in section 3.

During the course of these studies, a critical comparison of the efficacy of HBr"and HCl additives demonstrated
that HCl is the preferred additive for high~temperatureCVLs, despite the fact that HBr has a higher dissociative attachment
cross section than HCI [18]. Figure 3 shows the output power obtained from a 40mm-diameter CVL operated with a range
of HBr and HCI additive concentrations in 1% H2/Ne buffer gas, with the input power set at a sub-optimal level (-80% of
optimum) to avoid overheating effects. The CVL generates more output power when operated with Hel additive, and
generates increased power for substantially smalJer additive concentrations, than when operated with HBr additive. The
superiority of HCI as a dissociative attachment additive for CVLs is due largely to chemical equilibirum considerations,
with Hel being more stable in the CVL plasma than HBr. This can be understood by comparing the enthalpy of the re
association reactions for HEr and HCI, Le.

H, +Cl ¢'> HCI+M, ; 1'.£, = -G.043eV

H, +Br ¢'> HBr+M,; 1'.£, = -O.722eV

At the typical thermal energies in the CVL plasma of -O.2eV, the slightly endothermic nature of the Hel reassociation
reaction does not prevent the forward reaction being favoured, and consequently HCI molecules are effectively regenerated
in the plasma. lndeed, the above reaction for HCI demonstrates a related important point, namely that the reassociation
reaction rate is highest when an "excess" concentration of H2 is present. Reassociation of HBr is highly endothermic, so the
backward reaction (generating H2 from HBr) is favoured under normal plasma conditions. As a consequence, the
concentration of HX required to provide optimal afterglow relaxation rates can be maintained with the relatively low
concentrations of. HCl (0.2-0.5%), since it is effectively regenerated within the plasma. Maintaining the appropriate HBr
concentration within the plasma requires much more HBr to be added, leading to high ambient Br concentrations because
chemical equilibrium favours the conversion of HBr to free H2 and Br. In earlier discussions, we noted that additives (and
their fragments) must have negligible impact during the excitation phase [17]. and so it is clearly an advantage to operate
with the smallest possible additive concentration. We therefore ascribe the superior performance with HC) to be due to the
ability to maintain the appropriate (low) concentration of HX molecules without "poisoning" the plasma with high
concentrations of halogen fragments.

2.4. Control ofHCl Density in a High-Temperature Copper Laser
Following our initial investigations, which demonstrated the significant enhancements in CVL performance possible by
using small HCIIH2 additives to the Ne buffer gas, we investigated a number of techniques for controlling and maintaining
appropriate HCl concentrations in the active volume. The simplest and most versatile embodiment of kinetic enhancement.
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which we now use routinely on our copper laser systems, is to use a metal chloride such as ZrCI4 or TaCls as a source for
HCL We have demonstrated that placing this powder in a "warm" section of the plasma tube, or in an in-line oven in the
input gas line which is heated to -100°C, generates the 0.1-0.2% concentration of Hel required in the HlNe b"uffer gas.
Mass spectrometric measurements have demonstrated that the oven produces <1 % of free Ch compared to the quantity of
HCI generated.

3. OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF KE·CVLs
In this section, we summarise lhe performance characteristics of two KE-CVLs of different tube aperture. The first CVL had
a plasma lube diameter of 25mm and active volume of 0.5 t . The second CVL was based on a 40mm diameter plasma tube,
(active volume 1.6 t), although for later experiments it was rebuilt with a 38mm diameter tube (active volume 1.5 t )2. Apart
from the implementation of kinetic enhancement, both CVLs were otherwise of standard design. The smaller CVL was
excited using a thyratron switched, pulse-charging capacitance transfer circuit. The larger CVL incorporated three stages of
magnetic pulse compression with an LC-inverter style circuit.

Kinetic enhancement produces beneficial changes in all aspects of copper laser performance. The peak excitation
voltage increases and the current decreases, consistent with the reduction in pre-pulse electron density. Laser output power
and electrical efficiency increases, and repetition rate scaling improves markedly allowing effective operation at much
higher PRFs than under conventional mode. The spatiaJ profile of the output also improves, and the gain duration lengthens
in association with a shift in the peak gain towards the middle of the gain period. The changes in output power and gain
characteristics combine to dramatically improve CVL performance when operating with unstable resonators to produce high
beam quality output. We now examine each of these changes in performance in detail.

3.1. Output Power aud Efficiency

Table 1 shows the maximum total output power generated by both CVLs when operated with plane/plane resonators
operating under conventional (Hz-Ne) and kinetically enhanced modes. The smaller CVL produced a maximum of -20W
(for input power Pin -3.3kW) when operated with a conventional 2% Hz-Ne buffer gas mixture at 17kHz PRF. Laser
performance improved significantly under kinetically enhanced conditions, with this CVL producing 32W at 18kHz PRF
(P;, -403kW), and 51W at 27kHz PRF. The 40mm-diameter CVL produced a maximum of 53W at 403kHz PRF (P;, of9kW)
when operated with pure Ne buffer gas, and a maximum of 65W (Pin;:: 9kW) when operated with 1% HrNe mixture. Under
kinetically enhanced conditions, the CVL produced 80W at a PRF of 403kHz, and 101W when operated at the higher PRF of
12kHz (c/f. -30W when operating with added H, only) at the maximum input power available from our power supply
(tlkW). It is of interest to note that these output powers are comparable (Q those normally produced by a CVL of twice the
volume (ie. diameter >60cm and lengths >2m). The specific output powers of the 25mm and 40mm diameter CVL, namely
lO4mWlcm3 and 54mW/cm3 respectively, are the highest yet achieved from CVLs of this size and are comparable to those
obtained from Cu HyBrID lasers of similar active volumes. The wall-plug efficiencies for the two CVLs increased from
-0.6% (when operating with H2 -Ne buffer gas) to -1 % when employing the new gas mixture. It is hoped that future
modifications to the thermal design of these plasma tubes will result in additional improvements to the wall-plug efficiency.

Tube Diameter Operating Mode Max. Output Power PRF Plasma Tube Temp.
(mm) (W) (kHz) ('C)

25 Conventional 20 7-17 1520
Kinetically enhanced 51 27 1580

40 Conventional 65 6 1540
Kinetically enhanced 101 12 1600

Table 1: Optimum operating characteristics for 25mm and 40mm-diameter copper lasers under conventional and KE-mode operation.

One important observation regarding kinetically enhanced operation is that the optimum plasma tube temperature
is higher than for conventional operation. At the standard operating temperatures (-150QoC) of conventional CVLs, KE
CVLs already give significant output power improvements. However, kinetic enhancement permits stable operation at
elevated wall temperatures (and hence increased Cu density) which produces even higher output power levels, without
thermal runaway effects [19] limiting the operating range. The performance improvements produced by kinetic
enhancement are therefore not only related to improved pre-pulse conditions (Le. lower pre-pulse electron density) but also
with higher lasant density. Despite the higher operating temperature / copper density, the green-to-yellow ratio for KE
CYLs operating at their maximum output power remains the same as for conventional operation of CVLs. Note that

2 When data is presented for the nominally 40mm-diameter CVL in the text or figures, the actual diameter of the plasma tube
associated with that data is indicated.
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because the power coupling from the exciter to the plasma tube improves under kinetically enhanced operation (due to the
reduced pre·pulse Ne). the plasma tube temperature does increase "automatically" when kinetic enhancement is
implemented under fixed operating voltage conditions.
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3.2. Pulse Rate Scaling of KE-CVLS

One of the most attractive benefits provided by kinetic enhancement is a
dramatic improvement in PRF scaling capability. Preliminary experiments
on the 25-mm CVL showed that, in addition to generating higher powers
for PRFs within the "standard" operating regime «20kHz for a laser of
this size), this CVL generated 45W (P;, = -4.5kW) and 51W (P;, =
-5.0kW) at 25khz and 27kHz respectively, compared to ,:; 20W when
employing conventional buffer gases. We subsequently undertook an
extensive characterisation of the PRF scaling capability of our (nominally)
40mm-diameter CVL [20j, and the total output power (51lnm + 578nm) as
a function of PRF is displayed io Figure 4.

For all conditions where the output power was S IOOW, the laser
operated under (standard) steady·state thermal equilibrium conditions. For
higher output power levels, the laser was operated with super-optimal input
power, because the capacitor slOred per-pulse energy was maintained while
the PRF was elevated. Since the thennal parameters of the plasma tube
were fixed (and optimised for conventional CVL operation), this ultimately
resulted in overheating of the plasma tube. Previous experiments
established that the optimal (steady-state) plasma tube temperature for KE-CVL operation is 1600°C, and so we used this

140 plasma tube temperature as the criterion for optimum operation, and
recorded the output power as the plasma tube reached this temperature after
starting from a lower temperature point. The output powers displayed above
the lOOW line are therefore consistent with what would be achieved under
steady-state operation with a plasma tube of modified thermal design.

Under kinetically enhanced conditions, the output power increases
linearly for each storage capacitor set, with no indication of any saturation
up to the maximum PRF obtainable (set by power supply limitations). The
maximum output power observed in these experiments was 152W at a PRF
of 22kHz, which we believe to be the highest power ever obtained for any
copper laser of this size (including Cu HyBrID lasers). In contrast,
"conventional" operation of this CVL with hydrogen-neon buffer gas only
yielded a maximum outpUl power of -65W, with the optimal PRF being
<10kHz. It is also noteworthy that we obtained stable lOOW output power'
from this KE-CVL at three PRFs, namely 6kHz, 12kHz and 25kHz, with
three different capacitor sets and similar input power (-lOkW).

As a final point, it is interesting to compare the specific (Le. per
unit volume) output powers obtainable from the two KE-CVLs as a function
of PRF, as shown in Figure 5. The specific output powers increase linearly
with PRF from -50mWcm·3 a 5kHz to >IOOmWcm-3 for PRFs >20kHz, and

are effectively independent of tube size. This confmns that kinetic enhancement provides rapid volumetric relaxation of the
CVL plasma, enabling access to higher PRF regimes and also potentially allowing improved aperture scaling of CVLs as
well.

3.3. Temporal Characteristics of KE-CVL output

As noted earlier, one of the significant changes in CVL characteristics with kinetic enhancement is the temporal evolution
of gain (and hence the laser omput pulse). An example is shown in Figure 7, which displays total laser output pulses (plane
plane resonator, green+yellow) for conventional and kinetically enhanced modes at 12kHz PRF from the 40mm-diameter
laser. For ease of comparison, the laser pulses in this figure are referenced to a common starting time, although the laser
pulse actually commences earlier under KE operation. The duration of the output pulse is -35ns (at base) under
conventional (2%H2:Ne buffer) conditions, with peak instantaneous power of -180kW. When kinetically enhanced, the
output pulse duration extends to -55ns, and the peak instantaneous power increases to 250kW. It is also significant to note
that the peak of the output pulse is later (relative to the onset of lasing) under kinetically enhanced operation, which assists
in the generation of high beam quality output (as discussed in more detail in Section 3.5).
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3.5. High Beam Quality
Operation of KE-CVLs

The altered spatial and temporal laser
characteristics of KE-CYLs lead to
dramatic improvements in high-beam
quality (HBQ) operation of CVL
oscillators (Le. with high
magnification unstable resonators)
[22J,[23]. Figure 8 shows the high
beam-quality output power3 generated
by both CVLs when filled with high
magnification on-axis unstable
resonators (25mm-diameter CVL with

M=IOO, 38mm-diameter CVL with M=125), and operating under conventional (pure Ne buffer, 2% H, in Ne buffer) and
kinetically enhanced conditions, over a range of PRFs. At low PRF, the 25mm-diameter CVL generates -8W HBQ output
for any of the three buffer gas compositions. As the PRF is elevated, the HBQ power falls rapidly for pure Ne buffer gas,
but remains above 5W up to 20kHz PRF when hydrogen additive is employed. Kinetically enhanced operation provides
dramatic improvements above conventional buffer gas operation, with the KE-CYL producing HBQ output power >20W at
PRFs from 9-25kHz, an improvement of at least 2x over the entire PRF range. The improvements in HBQ performance are
even more dramatic for the larger CVL. At 6kHz PRF Ihe 40mm-diameter CVL produces only 15W of high beam quality
output when operating with a high magnification (M=125) on-axis unstable resonator and conventional buffer gas, and the
HBQ power falls as the PRF is elevated. Under kinetically enhanced conditions however, the CVL produces 53W of high-

3.4. Spatial Characteristics of KE-CVL output

Another area where KE-CVLs exhibit dramatic differences
from conventional CVLs is the spatial characteristics of the
output beam. Figure 6 shows the near-field irradiance profiles
of the 40mm diameter CVL operating al 6 and 12kHz PRFs
respectively with a high magnification (M=125) on-axis
unstable resonator. When employing pure neon buffer gas the
radial power profile is relatively uniform at 6kHz PRF, but
becomes increasingly annular as the operating frequency is
elevated to 12kHz reflecting the altered spatial characteristics
of the initial amplified-spontaneous-emission seed radiation
[21]. At PRFs >20kHz the 40mm diameter CVL output is
visibly restricted to a ring near the tube wall. Under
kinetically enhanced conditions, the irradiance increases
across the entire lube aperture, and the profiles become
slightly peaked on-axis at both 6kHz and 12kHz PRF. Note
that we have observed the same spatial profile behaviour in
the 25mrn-diameter laser. In addition, we note that the
irradiance profile remains axially peaked up to the highest
PRFs investigated in either laser. This effect can be used to

==~============~================-I improve the coupling efficiencyI between high magnification, on-axis
unstable resonators and the CVL gain
volume, hence, thereby increasing the
extraction of high beam quality output
from these devices.

3 The beam quality of a CVL evolves in a stepwise fashion through the output pulse, as the initial burst of ASE seed radiation
propagates on repeated round trips within the unstable resonator. For the range of resonalQr magnifications usually employed with
CVLs, the 4-pass or 2-round-trip component (so called because it derives from seed radiation making 4 passes through the gain
medium) has low divergence (a few times the diffraction limit). Subsequent temporal components (6-pass, 8-pass. etc) have
essentially diffraction-limited divergence. The 4-pass and later components are collectively referred to as the high-beam-quality
output (or sometimes non-ASE output) of the CVL.
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Figure 8: (a) HBQ power generated by [he 25mm-diameter KE-CYL, as a function of PRF
(b) HBQ power generated by the 38mm-diameter KE-CYL.
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Figure 9:Temporal evolution of copper ground-state
density during the interpulse period (6kHz PRF).

4. DIAGNOSTICS OF KINETICALLY ENHANCED CVLs
In addition to our parametric studies of KE-CVL behaviour, we have also undertaken more sophisticated diagnostic
experiments and computer modelling on the KE-CVL system. Our aim has been to extend our qualitative understanding of
KE-CVL kinetics, in order to understand in detail the mechanisms by which addition of HCl improves CVL performance
and sets new limits for CVL scaling. In this section, we report time-resolved measurements of the copper density in the

copper laser plasma, as well as the results of detailed computer
modelling of the KE-CVL.

4.1. Copper Density Measurement

The interferometric "hook" method was used to measure the evolution
of the copper ground-state density on the axis of the 38mm~diameter

KE-CYL between discharge pulses [24], as 5hown in Figure 9. The
copper density at the plasma tube wall is also indicated. Under
kinetically enhanced conditions, the copper ground-state density is
substantially higher (2x) than for conventional operation, consistent
with the higher plasma tube temperature (see section 3.1). The axial
depletion of copper in the KE-CVL during the discharge pulse is
_8xI020m-3

, twice that observed under conventional operation, which
is consistent with the higher laser pulse energy generated by the KE
CVL. Further, the regrowth in density after the discharge pulse is
dramatically faster in the KE-CYL (approximately lOx faster than for
conventional buffer gas compositions), most particularly in the early
afterglow where the density recovers to -70% of the pre-pulse value
within 5~s of the end of the discharge pulse.

The enhanced plasma relaxation observed in the KE-CVL is
the result of dissociative attachment of electrons by HCI (Eqn 1),'

beam-quality power at
6kHz, a factor of >3x
higher than for
conventional operation.
The HBQ power increases
to a maximum of 65W at
12kHz under kinetically
enhanced operation, III

comparison to only 9W
under conventional
operation. HBQ output
powers >50W can be
maintained under
kinetically enhanced
operation up to 22kHz by
appropriate adjustment of
the storage capacitance.

Kinetic enhancement
not only generates greater
high-beam-quality power,

but also improves the beam quality itself. The extension of the gain duration in KE-CVLs, and the shift in peak gain towards
the middle of the gain duration, ensures that a larger fraction of the output derives from 6-pass and later temporal output
components than in conventional CVLs, thereby improving the pulse-average beam quality. Further, the spatial
characteristics of the 4-pass output, which are controlled by the irradiance profile of the initial seed radiation, are superior in
KE-CVLs. We have shown that the seed radiation in KE-CVLs is axially peaked even at elevated PRFs, and so the 4-pass
radiation itself has the desirable axially peaked intensity distribution. In conventional CVLs, previous investigations have
shown that the seed radiation, and hence the far-field intensity profile of the 4-pass output, can become annular as the PRF
is elevated, substantially reducing the usefulness of this significant component of the HBQ output of conventional CVLs. A
detailed comparison of the output beam quality under conventional and kinetically enhanced operation is given in (23].
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followed by mutual neutralisation of copper and chlorine ions (Eqn 2). These two processes act to reduce the electron
density and copper ion density rapidly, leading to the observed rapid regrowth in copper density and low pre-pulse electron
density. As a consequence, the effects of ambipolar diffusion on the spatial distribution of copper are minimised, thereby
ensuring that the radial profiles of the various copper species (ground state and metastable states) much more closely
approach thermal equilibrium with the neutral gas temperature. In conjunction with the reduction in plasma skin effect (due
to reduced pre-pulse Ne), this accounts for the improved spatial laser characteristics of the KE-CVL. The ability to operate
at higher eu densities under kinetically enhanced operation suggests that the threshold for thermal runaway [19] is raised
due to the modified electron collisional dynamics when HCI is present.

Figure 10: Plasma tube current during the excitation phase for conventional CYL (Cu
Ne-H2) and KE-CYL'operation at prf=12kHz.
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5.2 Computer Modelling of KE-CVLs

A detailed computer model has been developed to understand the complex plasma kinetics issues in the KE-CYL based on
previous models developed for conventional CVLs containing Cu-Ne-H2 mixtures [13](19]. The new model incorporates a
kinetics scheme for 6 halogen species (HCI[v=0,1,2], Cl, cr ,CuCI) whose reaction rates and population densities are
coupled to the existing kinetics scheme (Cu-Ne-H2) via -20 additional electronic and heavy-body collisions [25]. The model
results are calculated in a temporally self-consistent manner with the long-term evolution of the plasma kinetics followed
over multiple excitation/afterglow cycles to generate a set of accurate pre-pulse plasma conditions. Reliable pre-pulse
plasma parameters are important in CVL modelling since they are known to strongly influence the laser performance [12].
All plasma parameters, species population densities and intracavity laser field intensities are radially resolved with respect
to the plasma tube cross-section.

We have obtained good agreement between the model results and experimental data, with the model reproducing
key features of the enhancement in performance we have observed in the KE-CVL. In particular, the model predicts the
increased plasma resistance during the excitation phase, and increases in the average output power, pulse duration and radial
uniformity of the laser output [25]. For example, typical changes in the electrical characteristics of the plasma tube for
conventional CVL and KE-CVL operation are shown in the tube current waveforms given in Figure 10. These calculations
have been canied out for a medium-sized KE-CVL (38mm bore x1.55m length) operating at prf=I2kHz, with a thyratron
switched three-stage magnetic pulse compression exciter circuit as described elsewhere [24]. For KE-CVL operation, the
peak current is consistently lower than in the conventional CVL, although the total power deposited during the excitation
phase is higher in the KE-CYL due to an increase of the plasma resistance (roughly a factor of two under these conditions).
Using the model, it has been established that the principal role of the HCl additive in the KE-CVL is to increase the loss rate
of plasma electrons during the afterglow period in the KE-CVL by dissociative attachment reactions (notably with
vibrationally excited HCl), as shown in Figure 11. The electron loss rates (dNe/dt) shown in Figure II(b) clearly
demonstrate that losses due to collisions with HCI(v) (via dissociative attachment) are more than an order of magnitude
larger than for collisions with Cu+ ions (3-body recombination) which is the dominant loss mechanism in conventional

CVL·s [13]. However, the model results
also indicate that there is little evidence
to support the hypothesis that HCI
molecules (or other halogen collision
products) playa significant and direct
role in the plasma kinetics during the
excitation phase since the optimum
partial pressures are very low
(HCl~O.04-0.06rnb). In other words, the
overall collision frequency for electron
collisions with halogen species
(involving momentum - transfer,
excitation or ionization) is negligible
compared with that for collisions with
Cu, Ne and H2 species. The increased
electron loss rate which occurs
throughout the afterglow period in the
KE-CYL ultimately leads to a reduction

of the pre-pulse electron density, establishing more favourable pre-pulse conditions for lasing during the subsequent
excitation phase. In particular, the plasma skin effect governing the evolution of the radial electric field is greatly reduced
thereby improving the radial uniformity of the energy deposition in the plasma. This leads to improved temporal
synchronicity of the evolution of the laser pulse from different radial positions across the plasma tube which is highly
desirable for generating high-beam quality output when using on-axis unstable resonators.
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Figure 11: (a) Evolution of electron density Ne during the afterglow in the CVL and KE-CYL;
(b) Electron loss rates in the KE-CVL during the afterglow period due to collisions
with various molecular and ionic species.
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Based on the model
results generated thus far for
medium sized KE-CVLs
operating between 6-20kHz,
it is clear that the electron
density decay rates and pre
pulse electron densities can
be effectively modified for
optimum laser performance
by adjusting the HCI density
and therein the attachment
rates. For operating
conditions where the electron
density decays very rapidly,
however, the model results
suggest that the electron
collisional de-excitation rate
of the metastable lower laser
levels (4s' 'D'fl.5l2) ought to

be reduced, resulting in an increased remnant population at the start of the excitation period which would inhibit the
establishment of the population inversion prior to lasing. Comparisons between experimental data and model results for the
metastable (4s2

2D,I2) decay rates and recovery of the ground state (4s 2S 'I2) population during the afterglow [25] suggest
that there may be an additional de-excitation mechanism for the metastable lower laser levels in the early afterglow period
in the KE-CVL which has yet to be identified. Such details are critically important in understanding the kinetics issues
governing the attainable limits to KE-CVL operation, particularly at very high pulse repetition frequencies (>50kHz).
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Figure 12: KE~CVL MOPA arrangement

5. OPERATION OF KE-CVLs IN OSCILLATOR-AMPLIFIER CONFIGURATION
While KE-CVL oscillators represent attractive high-bearn-quality CVL sources (which are superior in power and beam
quality to conventional CVLs), there are fundamental limitations to further power scaling using single gain elements. In
particular, aperture or length scaling of the active volume must be accompanied with an increase in the unstable resonator
magnification to ensure that the development of high-bearn-quality output occurs with similar rate. However, increasing the
resonator magnification decreases the effective cavity feedback, which ultimately reduces laser output power (and increases
sensitivity to perturbation by spurious reflections from external optical elements).

A more promising approach to generating increased high-beam-quality power levels is to use KE-CVL active
elements in a Master-Oscillator Power-Amplifier (MOPA) configuration. We have recently characterised the performance
of the MOPA system shown in Figure 12. The Master Oscillator (MO) was a 25mm by 1m active volume CVL employing
a two-stage magnetic pulse compression excitation circuit (125ns voltage rise time at the laser), and was kinetically

enhanced using an in-line metal chloride oven. The MO
utilised an M:::lOO unstable resonator (R ::: 4m high
reflector, R == -40mm dot reflector, on-axis aligned) to
generate -14W of high-bearn-quality output (8.5W green,
5.5W yellow) at 10kHz PRF. The output of the MO was
propagated through a 2x expanding reflective mirror
telescope (R;75cm I R;150cm) before injection into the
Power Amplifier (PA). A small (-1 mm) aperture at the
common focus removing amplified spontaneous emission
(ASE) from the output beam. Because the expansion
overfilled the PA, that the effective injected power was
-50% of the MO output power (i.e. -7W). The Power
Amplifier was our 38mm KE-CVL. During the course of
our characterisation, we operated the amplifier both as a
conventional CVL and KE-CVL to allow direct comparison
of amplification characteristics under both modes of
operation. As noted earlier, the amplifier CVL was operated
with a three-stage magnetic pulse compression exciter
producing SOns voltage rise-time at the laser, and was
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Figure 13: Amplifier extracted power as a function of injected power, for
both conventional and kinetically enhanced operation. The
output power generated by the amplifier KE-CVL when
configured with a plane-plane oscillator is also indicated.
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kinetically enhanced using our in-line oven.
The performance characteristics of the MaPA at 6kHz PRFwere measured using the arrangement shown in Figure

12. The MaPA output was focused using a 3m radius-of-curvature mirror through a small (-lmm) water-cooled aperture
which eliminated any ASE from the beam, and the transmitted (high beam quality) power and optical pulse shapes were
monitored. Gain-saturation characteristics of the amplifier were measured by progressively attenuating the MO beam using
neutral-density filters through 6 orders of magnitude, and monitoring the high-bearn-quality (amplified) power extracted
ii·om the amplifier. To assess the efficiency of power extraction from the amplifier, we also measured the output power of
the PA operated as an oscillator (ie fitted with a standard plane-plane resonator, 4% reflectivity output coupler).

Most investigation of MaPA performance to this stage has concentrated on a moderate PA input power condition
(-9kW), where the amplifier CVL generated 75-80W when operated as an oscillator. At this condition, we have observed
stable HBQ MOPA output of 97W (62W green, 35W yellow). The power and beam quality were more than sufficient to
induce air breakdown when focused with an f=50mm lens. We have also briefly investigated a higher PA input power
condition (l2kW) where maximum HBQ output of 113W was obtained, and there is scope for obtaining even higher powers

60 when more careful optimisation is undertaken.
KE·CVL Green Figure 13 compares the gain-saturation

Conventional CVL Green behaviour of the amplifier operating in KE mode and
conventional mode. The functional form of saturation
is similar in both the KE-CVL and conventional
CVL, although the extracted output power levels are
notably higher for the KE-CVL. The other interesting
point to note is that the green power extracted from
the PA is substantially higher than the same CVL is
operated as an oscillator. This behaviour is
attributable to longitudinal gain saturation effects in
oscillator, where the gain modulation experienced
due to seed propagation leads to incomplete power
extraction in some sections of the plasma tube. In
contrast, the yellow power extracted is essentially the
same as obtained in oscillator-mode operation.
Certainly longitudinal effects are known to be much
less important for the yellow laser transition, and we
did not expect to extract much more yellow power
than obtained under oscillator-mode operation. For
these particular measurements, the MO was being
operated slightly below optimum input power, and
we suspect that slightly more yellow power would be

extracted if the MO was run at optimum output power.
- ..

6. UV GENERATION FROM KE-CVLs
The combination of high-average visible power and high beam quality from CVLs, and the advent of good UV-capable
nonlinear materials such as BBO, has led to substantial effort in developing high average power UV sources based on
CVLs. We have recently shown that the power scaling, PRF scaling and high-beam-quality capability of KE-CVLs offers
substantial promise for further development of UV sources based on CVLs. In particular, using the same CVL plasma tube
and same nonlinear material (BBO) that produced 1.7W UV (255.3nm, SHG green) under conventional operating
conditions at 4kHz PRF [26], we generated UV power as high as 3.9W at 9kHz PRF from 13.5W green fundamental when
the CVL was kinetically enhanced [27]. Slightly higher UV power (4.7W) was generated from the same fundamental power
in a brief experiment with CLBO. It is anticipated that the development of KE-CVL systems with much higher fundamental
power capability (such as the MOPA reported herein) and the availability of new nonlinear materials such as CLBO will
lead to further substantial increases in UV power capability from KE-CVL based sources.
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